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Abstract
Real positive definite Hankel matricesHn have spectral condition numbers which are expo-
nentially increasing with n. This paper attempts to characterize those matrices Hˆn in this class
which are minimally conditioned, and to describe some of their properties. We also compute
Hˆn explicitly for n  16.
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1. Introduction
Hankel matrices of order n have constant anti-diagonals (Hn)ij = hi+j . Although
for general complex-valued elements they can be well-conditioned, real positive
definite Hn are increasingly ill-conditioned as n increases. Tyrtyshnikov [5] showed
that the spectral condition number κ(Hn) = λmax/λmin of such matrices is bounded
below by an exponentially increasing function of n. More recently, Beckermann [2]
showed that if
n = min
Hn>0
κ(Hn),
then
γ n−1/16n  n  γ n/2,
where γ = exp(4C0/π)∼= 3.21 and C0 = 1 − 1/32 + 1/52 − · · ·
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Because of their ill-conditioned nature, it is of interest to identify and characterize
the positive definite Hankel matrices of minimal spectral condition, which we denote
by Hˆn. For n = 2, the identity matrix is Hankel so the first non-trivial cases are n = 3
and n = 4. For n = 3,
Hˆ3 =

2 0 10 1 0
1 0 2

 , λ = 1, 1, 3, κ = 3.
For n = 4,
Hˆ4 =


3 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 3

 , λ = 2 ±
√
2 (double), κ = 3 + 2√2.
Of course each can be scaled by an arbitrary constant.
In Section 2, we describe some properties of Hˆn for general n, and show in partic-
ular that the zero patterns above persist. We also explore an alternative formulation
involving Vandermonde matrices, and in Sections 3 and 4 we compute Hˆn explicitly
for n even and odd, for small values of n.
2. Characterization of Hˆn
Recall that a matrix H is persymmetric if H = PHP , where P is the reversing
permutation matrix P = (e(n), . . . , e(1)).
Theorem 2.1. Hˆn can be taken to be persymmetric, i.e. Hˆn = PHˆnP .
Proof. We show that for a given real positive definite Hankel matrix H , the persym-
metric matrix H˜ = (H + PHP)/2 is no worse conditioned. To see this, consider
λmax((H + PHP)/2)= max
xTx=1
xT((H + PHP)/2)x
 max
xTx=1
(xTHx/2)+ max
yTy=1
(yTPHPy/2)
 λmax(H)/2 + λmax(PHP)/2
= λmax(H),
since the eigenvalues of H and PHP are the same. Notice that equality holds when
the eigenvector corresponding to λmax is itself persymmetric.
Similarly one can show
λmin((H + PHP)/2)  λmin(H).
Thus κ(H˜ )  κ(H), with equality only if the extreme eigenvectors of H are
themselves persymmetric. Hence, given a candidate for Hˆn, we can find a persym-
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metric version of no worse condition by this process. Thus we can choose Hˆn to be
persymmetric. 
Theorem 2.2. Hˆn can be taken to have alternate zeros. That is,
Hˆn =


x1 0 x2 0 · · ·
0 x2 0 · · ·
x2 0 · · ·
· · ·

 . (2.1)
Proof. With a candidateH of general Hankel type, again form H˜ = (H +DHD)/2,
with D = diag(+1,−1,+1,−1, . . .). As in the previous proof, κ(H˜ )  κ(H) and
H˜ has the form (2.1). 
These two results mean that Hˆn has the form
Hˆn =


x1 0 x2 0 · · ·
0 x2 0 · · ·
x2 0 · · ·
· · · · · ·
· · · x2 0
· · · x2 0 x1


, (2.2)
with therefore p = n/2 parameters for n even and p = (n+ 1)/2 for n odd. One of
these parameters can be fixed to scale the matrix.
Moreover, the assumption of positive definiteness severely restricts the parame-
ters {xi}. In particular, they must be monotone decreasing.
Theorem 2.3. A necessary condition for Hˆn in (2.2) to be positive definite is
x1 > x2 > · · · > xp > 0.
Proof. For n odd, start with the 2 × 2 minor straddling the diagonal, that is rows
and columns p − 1 and p + 1. This equation gives x2p−1 > x2p or xp−1 > xp. Now
decrease the row and column index by one: this gives xp−2xp > x2p−1 and hence
xp−2 > x2p−1/xp > xp−1.
Continue decreasing the indices by one to get the rest of the inequalities.
For n even, again start with the 2 × 2 minor in rows and columns p − 1 and p − 2.
This gives xp−1xp > x2p or xp−1 > xp. Again decrease indices one by one to get the
chain of inequalities. 
Although the {xi} are severely restricted, one can always find positive definite ver-
sions of (2.2) for any n by bootstrapping from the case n− 2: let rows and columns
2 through n− 1 be positive definite, with parameters x2, . . . , xp. Now extend to an
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n× n Hankel matrix by adding on rows and columns 1 and n with a new parameter
x1. It is easy to show that for x1 large enough, the matrix will be positive definite.
An alternative representation of these Hankel matrices is the following Vander-
monde factorization (see [5]): for H positive definite, we have
H = VD2V T (2.3)
where D is a positive diagonal matrix and V = V (z), {zk} real. When H has alter-
nate zeros as in (2.2), the Vandermonde factorization can be chosen to have special
properties.
Theorem 2.4. For a positive definite Hankel matrix H with alternate zeros as in
(2.2), its Vandermonde factorization (2.3) can be chosen so that the {zk} are in
(+,−) pairs and the corresponding {dk} are equal.
Proof. One way to determine the factorization (2.3) is to consider the elements of
H as moments (as in [3])
µi+j−1 = hij , i, j = 1, . . . , n.
One more moment (µ2n) needs to be specified, and then V and D can be found as fol-
lows: let J be the Hankel matrix composed of moments µ2, . . . , µ2n. Then the {zk}
are the generalized eigenvalues of (J − zH) and D2 = diag(di), where V d = h(1),
the first column of H . The {zk} are real because H is positive definite.
Now assume H has alternate zeros, so µ2 = µ4 = · · · = µ2n−2 = 0, and set
µ2n = 0. Then J will also have alternate zeros (where H is nonzero) and in fact
J − zH =


−zµ1 µ3 −zµ3 · · ·
µ3 −zµ3 µ5 · · ·
−zµ3 µ5 · · ·
· · · · · ·

 .
Suppose (J − zH)v = 0. Then because of the alternating z-pattern (J + zH)v = 0
where v = (v1,−v2, v3,−v4, . . .)T. Thus the {zk} are in (+,−) pairs, with zero an
eigenvalue if n is odd.
Now take the z’s in increasing order and form V = V (z). The coefficients {dk}
can be obtained from V d = h(1). Again let P be the reversing permutation matrix;
we wish to show Pd = d . Consider
VPd =


1 1 · · · 1
zn zn−1 · · · −zn
z2n · · · · · · z2n
· · · · · ·

 d.
The matrix on the right is also DV with D = diag(+1,−1,+1,−1, . . .) and thus
we have
VPd = DVd = Dh(1) = h(1) = V d.
Hence Pd = d since V is nonsingular. 
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From the proof of the theorem, it is clear that this factorization is unique, as
described with µ2n = 0. Indeed, notice that there are exactly n remaining free para-
meters in D and V , the same as in H with alternate zeros. Note also that the per-
symmetry of the minimal Hˆn is not used here. Finally notice that the converse of the
theorem also holds: the Hankel matrix H = VD2V T, where V has {zk} in (+,−)
pairs and corresponding {dk} equal, has alternate zeros.
3. The case of n odd
In this section we show explicitly the best-conditioned positive definite Hankel
matrices of order 5 and 7, and give numerical results for higher odd values of n.
For the analytic results, first consider a Hankel matrix Hn with alternate zeros. Its
eigenvalues neatly divide as follows:
Theorem 3.1. Let H oddn and H evenn be the matrices composed of the odd and even
rows and columns of Hn. Then the eigenvalues of Hn are precisely the eigenvalues
of these submatrices.
Proof. If we define P to be the ‘odd–even’ permutation matrix so PA has the odd
rows of A in order, followed by the even rows, then PHnP is block-diagonal with
blocks H oddn and H evenn . 
Note: As the referee points out, these submatrices H oddn and H evenN have their own
Vandermonde factorizations (like (2.3)) which can be chosen so that the nodes {zk}
are positive, thus showing that H oddn and H evenn have simple extreme eigenvalues. As
we shall see, the smallest eigenvalue of Hˆn (for n odd) appears to be a double root,
which would imply that the smallest eigenvalues of Hˆ oddn and Hˆ evenn coincide.
Thus the eigenvalue problem for odd Hn can be reduced to problems for gen-
eral Hankel matrices of order p = (n+ 1)/2 and p − 1. Also note that if Hn is
persymmetric, so are its eigenvectors.
As well, we can find the ‘even’ eigenvalues by bootstrapping: if we define Hn−2n
by eliminating the first and last columns of Hn, then its ‘odd’ eigenvalues are the
‘even’ eigenvalues of Hn. Moreover, these eigenvalues are precisely those eigen-
values of Hn−2n which are not eigenvalues of Hn−4n . Hence we have the following
bootstrapping algorithm for finding the eigenvalues of Hn:
(1) Find the odd eigenvalues from H oddn .
(2) Find the even eigenvalues from H evenn as those eigenvalues of Hn−2n which are
not eigenvalues of Hn−4n .
We can use this technique to find the eigenvalues of 5 × 5 and 7 × 7 Hankel
matrices with alternate zeros, and then minimize the condition number to find Hˆ5
and Hˆ7.
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The case n = 5:
For n = 5, the general persymmetric Hankel matrix with alternate zeros is
H5 =


z 0 x 0 y
0 x 0 y 0
x 0 y 0 x
0 y 0 x 0
y 0 x 0 z

 . (3.1)
Note: We could scale H5 so one of x, y, z is 1.0. However, when dealing with H7
later, we shall need the eigenvalues of this more general form.
Theorem 3.2. The eigenvalues of H5 are:
x + y, x − y, z− y, y + z/2 ±
√
z2 + 8x2/2.
Proof. Following the algorithm above, we find the odd eigenvalues from
H odd5 =

z x yx y x
y x z

 .
A straightforward calculation gives
λ = z− y, y + z/2 ±
√
z2 + 8x2/2.
Then the even eigenvalues, either from H even5 or H
3
5 , are
λ = x + y, x − y. 
To find Hˆ5, we need to minimize the ratio (λmax/λmin). Now we can set z = 1, and
recall from Theorem 2.3 that 1 > x > y for H5 to be positive definite. One additional
constraint is required to ensure positive definiteness:
y + 1/2 −
√
1 + 8x2/2 > 0.
The boundary of this region is the hyperbola y2 + y = 2x2, and thus H5 is positive
definite for x and y in the region between y = x and y = (√1 + 8x2 − 1)/2.
In this region, the largest eigenvalue λmax = y + 1/2 +
√
1 + 8x2/2, and the
smallest λmin is either (x − y) or y + 1/2 −
√
1 + 8x2/2. Now consider the con-
dition number κ(x, y) = λmax/λmin. For fixed x, let ym be the point where the two
small eigenvalues are equal:
ym = (2x − 1)/4 +
√
1 + 8x2/4. (3.2)
For y < ym, λmin is the quadratic root, and κx(y) is decreasing; for y > ym, λmin =
x − y and κx(y) is increasing. Thus the minimum occurs at y = ym where the eigen-
values are equal. Notice also that κx(y) is non-differentiable at this point.
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Finally, we need to minimize κx(ym) over x. Substituting for ym = ym(x), we get
κ(x) = 2x + 1 + 3
√
1 + 8x2
2x + 1 −√1 + 8x2 ,
which is minimized for x = 1/4. The corresponding y = ym = (
√
6 − 1)/8 and
κmin = 9 + 4
√
6.
The case n = 7:
For n = 7 the eigenvalues are again expressible analytically. The general persym-
metric Hankel matrix with alternate zeros is
H7 =


w 0 z 0 x 0 y
0 z 0 x 0 y 0
z 0 x 0 y 0 x
0 x 0 y 0 x 0
x 0 y 0 x 0 z
0 y 0 x 0 z 0
y 0 x 0 z 0 w


. (3.3)
Theorem 3.3. The eigenvalues of H7 are:
λ1,2 = y + z/2 ±
√
z2 + 8x2/2
λ3,4 = y + (w + x)/2 ±
√
(w − x)2 + 4(x + z)2/2
λ5,6 = −y + (w + x)2 ±
√
(w − x)2 + 4(x − z)2/2
λ7 = z− y.
Proof. Again we split the matrix into odd and even parts. SinceH even7 = H odd5 , three
eigenvalues are the same as those for H5, namely λ1, λ2, λ7. The other two pairs are
the eigenvalues of
H odd7 =


w z x y
z x y x
x y x z
y x z w

 .
Fortunately its characteristic polynomial has two quadratic factors: a straightforward
computation yields
det(H odd7 − λI)= [λ2 − (w + x + 2y)λ+ (w + y)(x + y)− (x + z)2]
× [λ2 − (w + x − 2y)λ+ (w − y)(x − y)− (x − z)2].
Solving for λ gives the expressions above. 
To minimize κ = λmax/λmin, we can first scale H7 by setting w = 1. Then for
H7 to be positive definite, we must have 1 > z > x > y, and again the region where
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H7 is actually positive definite is a subset of this three-dimensional set. The other
constraints on the PD region are:
(i) λ2 > 0 or y + z/2 >
√
z2 + 8x2/2,
(ii) λ4 > 0 or (x + y)(1 + y) > (x + z)2,
(iii) λ6 > 0 or (x − y)(1 − y) > (z− x)2.
In this (feasible) region, the maximum eigenvalue is easily seen to be
λ3 = y + (1 + x)/2 +
√
(1 − x)2/4 + (x + z)2 ≡ y + f3(x, z).
To identify the minimum eigenvalue, consider x and z fixed; then all eigenvalues are
linear functions of y, so λmin(y) is a piecewise linear function of y, as in the case
n = 5. It turns out that (using the fk( ) notation)
λmin(y) =
{
λ2(y) = y + f2(x, z) for y2 < y < y∗
λ6(y) = f6(x, z)− y for y∗ < y < y6
}
,
where λ2(y2) = 0, λ6(y6) = 0, and λ2(y∗) = λ6(y∗).
Thus as a function of y for fixed x and z,
κ(y)= y + f3(x, z)
y + f2(x, z) for y2 < y < y
∗
= y + f3(x, z)
f6(x, z)− y for y
∗ < y < y6.
One easily checks that κ(y) is decreasing in the left interval and increasing in the
right, so that κ(y) is minimized for y = y∗. Finally, substituting y = y∗ = y∗(x, z),
we get an expression
κ(x, z) = λ3(x, y
∗, z)
λ2(x, y∗, z)
to minimize. Numerical computation yields
x∗ ≈ 0.1166929,
y∗ ≈ 0.0973217,
z∗ ≈ 0.2165592
and κmin ≈ 147.0536.
For larger n, a complete analytical solution for Hˆn appears intractable, so we next
consider algorithms for approximating Hˆn. One approach stems from the Vander-
monde factorization (2.3): if H = Hˆn, then
H = VD2V T = (VD)(VD)T
and hence VD must be best-scaled in the sense of one-sided diagonal scaling (see for
example Bauer [1]). Unfortunately we cannot use the explicit formulas for D in [1]
as V does not have a checkerboard sign pattern; moreover we cannot use the EMC
characterization of the extreme singular vectors of VD as in [4] since the smallest
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Table 1
Odd n
n κ(Hˆn) Coefficients
3 3 1, 0.5
5 18.8 1, 0.25, 0.1816
7 147 1, 0.2166, 0.1167, 0.0973
9 1260 1, 0.2092, 0.1019, 0.0709, 0.0634
11 11321 1, 0.2076, 0.0973, 0.0626, 0.0494, 0.0458
13 104655 1, 0.2078, 0.0958, 0.0595, 0.0441, 0.0373, 0.0354
15 985970 1, 0.2082, 0.0954, 0.0581, 0.0417, 0.0335, 0.0297, 0.0285
eigenvalue of Hˆn appears to be a double root and the EMC characterization only
applies to simple roots.
However we can still use the best-scaling idea as follows, starting from any posi-
tive definite Hankel matrix H :
Algorithm VDV
1. Given H , form the Vandermonde factorization H = VD2V T.
2. From V find D2 so that cond(VD2) is minimized.
3. Form H1 = VD22V T.
4. Form H2 from H1 so it is persymmetric with alternate zeros.
5. Repeat 1–4 until ‖H −H2‖ < tolerance.
Note: Step 2 requires a local minimization algorithm, and Step 4 is accomplished
by averaging as in Section 2 so that H 2 = (H1 + PH1P)/2 and H2 = (H 2 +
DH 2D)/2.
The algorithm produces a sequence of positive definite Hankel matrices with de-
creasing condition numbers, which appears to converge linearly to Hˆn, although we
have no convergence proof. The algorithm seems to work well in the neighbourhood
of Hˆn, but it can be slow starting from a poor initial approximation. We are indebted
to the referee for the suggestion of using as starting values the matrices
H 0n =
∫ ∞
−∞
xj+k−2 dx
(1 + x2)(1 + x2n−2)
which are persymmetric positive definite Hankel matrices with alternate zeros.
In Table 1, we give our results for Hˆn of odd order, up to n = 15, represented by
the nonzero elements of the first row. In each case, we took no more than 20 VDV
iterations, starting from H 0n . What is particularly intriguing is that as n increases,
each element appears to be approaching some limit.
4. The case of n even
For even n, there is even more structure to the eigensystem of these Hankel matri-
ces. Again there is a natural splitting into odd and even submatrices, which extends
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to the matrix J used in the Vandermonde factorization. Recall that P was taken to
be the reversing permutation matrix, so PA has its rows reversed and that P was the
‘odd–even’ permutation matrix, so PA has the odd rows of A first.
Theorem 4.1. Let Hn be a persymmetric positive definite Hankel matrix with alter-
nate zeros, and Jn the corresponding Hankel matrix of higher moments as defined in
Theorem 2.4. Then
PHnP =
[
PHeP 0
0 He
]
, P JnP =
[
0 He
He 0
]
, (4.1)
where He is the n/2 × n/2 matrix composed of the even rows and columns of Hn.
Proof. It is easy to see that the odd/even symmetric permutation gives the structure
as shown, with the nonzero blocks the corresponding odd and even submatrices.
Inspection shows that these blocks have the same order for Jn, and for Hn the odd
submatrix Ho is the reverse of the even one He. 
The decomposition (4.1) easily shows the following results.
Theorem 4.2. Let Hn and Jn be as in Theorem 4.1, and let the eigenvalues of He
be denoted by {λk(He)}. Then
(i) Hn has n/2 double roots, each an eigenvalue λk(He).
(ii) Jn has eigenvalues ±λk(He).
(iii) The generalized eigenvalues {z} of (Jn,Hn) are in reciprocal pairs, as well as
(+,−) pairs.
(iv) If d(z) denotes the element of D2 in (2.3) corresponding to z, then zn−1d(z) =
d(1/z)/zn−1.
Proof. The first two assertions are immediate from (4.1). For the third, suppose
J − zH is singular. Then applying P , we have[−zHo He
He −zHe
] [
v
w
]
=
[
0
0
]
.
Now consider
(H − zJ )
[
Pw
Pv
]
=
[
Ho −zHe
−zHe He
] [
Pw
Pv
]
=
[
P(Hew − zHov)
HeP(v − zw)
]
=
[
0
0
]
.
To see (iv), consider the factorization (2.3), H = VD2V T. Now PV reverses the
rows of V , and since the {zk} are in reciprocal pairs, if we scale PV so the first row
is again ones, we have PV = V Pˆ Dˆ where Dˆ = diag(zn−1) and V Pˆ swaps columns
in V so z→ 1/z. Thus
PHP T = PVD2V TP T = V Pˆ DˆD2DˆPˆ TV T.
On the other hand, PHP T = H = VD2V T, so Pˆ DˆD2DˆPˆ T = D2 giving (iv). 
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Thus to find the eigenvalues of Hn in the even case, we can focus on He which is
again Hankel, but not persymmetric.
The case n = 6:
Here the reduced matrix
He =

1 x yx y y
y y x

 ,
with characteristic polynomial λ3 + aλ2 + bλ+ c,
a = −(1 + x + y), b = x + y + xy − x2 − 2y2,
c = x3 + y3 + y2 − 2xy2 − xy.
The feasible region, where He is positive definite, is that part of the unit square
0  x, y  1 bounded by the line y = x and the hyperbola y2 − xy + y = x2.
For any x and y, the eigenvalues can be found from Cardan’s formulas. (see for
example Uspensky[6, p. 84ff].) One first forms the reduced cubic equation z3 + pz+
q = 0 using the substitution λ = z− a/3 giving p = b − a2/3 and q = c − ab/3 +
2a3/27. In our situation, the roots are all real, and are most easily found by a trigo-
nometric substitution, which yields
z1 = 2
√−p/3 cosφ/3,
z2 = −2
√−p/3 cos(π/3 − φ/3),
z3 = −2
√−p/3 cos(π/3 + φ/3),
where φ is defined by cosφ = q√27/2p√−p using the principal angle 0  φ < π .
It turns out that z2 < z3 < z1 so the condition number
κ(x, y) = λmax(He)/λmin(He) = (z1 − a/3)/(z2 − a/3).
After some manipulation, one finds
κ(x, y) = 1 + 2g cosφ/3
1 − 2g cos(π/3 − φ/3) ,
where φ is given above and g = −√−3p/a.
Minimizing this function over x and y numerically gives the solution
x∗ = 0.2518766, y∗ = 0.1589101 and κmin = 44.9426.
For n = 8, the roots of the 4 × 4 matrix He may be found analytically, but we
have not attempted this feat. Instead, we have (as we did for odd n) computed the co-
efficients of the minimally conditioned Hˆn numerically for n  16. In the even case,
Algorithm VDV is unreliable, as it can find other stationary points than the global
minimum, and instead we resorted to a (direct search)-type algorithm, minimizing
over the nonzero elements of Hn, starting again from H 0n . The results are in Table 2.
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Table 2
Even n
n κ(Hˆn) Coefficients
4 5.828 1, 0.333
6 44.94 1, 0.2519, 0.1589
8 384.57 1, 0.2333, 0.1265, 0.0978
10 3459.4 1, 0.2267, 0.1158, 0.0808, 0.0687
12 32035 1, 0.2237, 0.1111, 0.0738, 0.0582, 0.0521
14 302289 1, 0.2227, 0.1091, 0.0707, 0.0536, 0.0453, 0.0419
16 2890409 1, 0.2216, 0.1078, 0.0689, 0.0511, 0.0418, 0.0370, 0.0348
Table 3
n 6 8 10 12 14 16
ρn 2.77 2.92 3.00 3.04 3.07 3.09
n 5 7 9 11 13 15
ρn 2.50 2.80 2.93 3.00 3.04 3.07
Note that again the coefficients seem to be approaching limits as n increases, but not
the same limits as in the odd case.
Finally, to return to the results of Beckermann mentioned in Section 1, the loga-
rithms of the actual minimal condition numbers κn = κ(Hˆn) are very nearly linear in
n, and if one separates the odd and even cases, we have the results in Table 3. Here
ρn = √κn/κn−2. Notice that these ratios do appear to be increasing monotonically
towards γ = exp(4C0/π)∼= 3.21.
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